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Status of Quark-Gluon Plasma
R V GAVAI
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400005, India
Abstract. I review the current status of the experimental searches for a Quark-Gluon
Plasma in heavy ion collisions. The brief introduction covers important results of finite
temperature lattice QCD and the intuitive Bjorken picture of Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP)
formation. Global features of the data, such as transverse energy distributions and the
various signatures of QGP such as J/@suppression, d-enhancement as well as thermal
dileptons and photons are then discussed.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Ongoing and proposed heavy ion experiments offer us the exciting prospect of
testing one of the crucial properties of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), namely
confinement. Until the advent of the numerical simulations of lattice QCD, i. e.,
QCD defined on a discrete space-time lattice, confinement was simply a hypothesis
cooked up to avoid the embarrassing lack of observation of free quarks. Lattice
techniques have demonstrated [1] that QCD does have the "right" particle spectrum and a linearly rising QQ potential in the continuum limit of vanishing lattice
spacing. Further, these techniques have yielded an interesting non-perturbative
prediction: QCD has a deconfining (chiral symmetry restoring) phase transition to
a new state of matter, called Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) at Tc ~ 150-200 MeV.
Such a phase transition to QGP by heating up the strongly interacting matter to
temperatures of the order of few hundred MeV was long anticipated on the basis of
simple model considerations. The major advantage of the lattice approach was the
ability to derive it from the underlying theory, starting from first principles. This
meant that the very existence of a phase transition could be probed and (almost)
parameter-free predictions for the critical parameters obtained.
Indeed, most of the hard facts concerning QGP have come from lattice simulations and some of these have been quite different from those anticipated from
models such as the MIT bag model. While the lattice QCD prediction of critical
temperature for the physically relevant case of two light ttavours, Tc sire 150 MeV
"" mr, is in agreement with naive expectations, the nature of the phase transition
seen is somewhat unexpected. For realistic quark masses, the phase transition appears to be driven by the restoration of chiral symmetry and furthermore, there is
a lack of evidence of any first order phase transition for one heavy and two light
quarks. In fact, it is not even clear that a true phase transition exists in this case;
it could simply be a crossover. Recall that the phase transition in the bag model
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Figure 1. The energy density t I T 4 and the pressure P I T 4 for the full theory with 2
staggered flavours of mass ma = 0.025 on an 83 x 4 lattice. From Ref. [2].

approach is, by construction, a strong first order with a large latent heat, L ,-, 15T~.
Fortunately, as one sees in Fig. 1, the energy density does nevertheless have a very
rapid variation, jumping rather abruptly from values characteristic of the hadronic
phase to those of the QGP phase in a temperature interval of A T / T r ,~ 2.5 %.
Irrespective of the true nature of the phase transition, such a behaviour of the
energy density may already be sufficient for observing various dramatic effects of
QGP in relativistic heavy ion collisions. It is easy to deduce from Fig. 1 that
~QGP
2 GeV/fm 3 is the necessary energy density to create the new phase, assuming Tr = 150 MeV. Note further that due to the apparent T 4 behaviour of the
energy density in Fig. 1, i) cQGp is very sensitive to To, Ac/e = 4 A T c / T c and ii)
even a five-fold increase in it, expected to be achievable only at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) at CERN, corresponds merely to a temperature increase by a factor
of ,~ 1.5, i. e., Ti ,,~ 250 MeV or so.
'~

Fig. 1 also highlights another, even qualitatively significant, conclusion about
QGP which is very distinct from naive bag model considerations: cqcp is very
different from the energy density of an ideal gas of quarks and gluons with Tr < T
< 1.5-2 T~, suggesting the presence of strong non-perturbative effects in the QGP
in this temperature range. Most theoretical analyses concerning both the cosmological applications and the QGP signatures, such as thermal photon or dilepton
production, have employed the bag model picture and used ideal gas distributions
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for QGP and the ideal gas equation of state for it. One important task for theorists
thus is to examine critically what modifications are caused by these results from
lattice QCD and which features are likely to remain unaltered. Unfortunately, one
does not still have full information about the non-perturbative nature of QGP just
above Tc from the lattice approach either. However, the efforts of the past few years
have yielded some additional facts. Prominent amongst them are i) the restoration
of the degeneracy of ~r-~r mesons and other chiral pairs, ii) the presence of light
quark-like modes in QGP, giving rise to a quark number susceptibility comparable
to that of an ideal light quark gas and iii) the presence of a hadronic spectrum for
T > Tc which resembles that at T = 0 in/ both eigenvalues and wavefunctions.
The above mentioned lattice results do, of course, have their caveats and shortcomings. The most obvious ones have to do with the conceptual and technical
problems associated with the inclusion of dynamical fermions, which, unlike at
T = 0, are crucial for the thermodynamics of QCD. More mundane and yet very
important quantitative sources of uncertainty are the finite lattice sizes and lattice
spacing. While it is therefore still difficult to rule out simple-minded bag model-like
pictures for QGP and the corresponding phase transition completely, the lattice results clearly urge us to build alternative scenarios. A typical example may be that
of a model which reproduces the energy density in Fig. 1 and predicts a weak
first order or second order phase transition. The analysis of QGP signals may then
9be made within the framework of this model and contrasted with the usual QGP
predictions.
So far, we considered the phase transition to QGP by increasing only the temperature. One can also increase the density of the baryonic matter and simple models
again predict the existence of phase transitions, giving rise to the well-known phase
diagram of strongly interacting matter, shown in Fig. 2 in the T-p plane, where p
is the baryonic density in the units of nuclear matter density. Unfortunately, the
introduction of the chemical potential, necessary to have a nonvanishing baryon
density, spoils the herrniticity of the action and leads to a complex fermion determinant. This has prevented the application of standard lattice techniques to
obtain reliable information on the phase diagram in Fig. 2 from the QCD Lagrangian itself. Adopting the phase diagram in Fig. 2, nevertheless, one can ask
where appropriate conditions exist(ed) anywhere in the universe or where they can
be created to investigate the phase diagram experimentally. Of course, historians
of the Universe may, and do, have some ways of testing/using this phase diagram.
Interesting new objects such as the strange quark stars and promising alternative
scenarios of nucleosynthesis have been proposed in the literature which can shed
some light on the phase diagram in Fig. 2. However, our best bet of confronting
it with the real experimental world lies in relativistic heavy ion collisions. It is
believed to be possible to deposit large energies in volumes of significant sizes in
these collisions, thus enabling thermodynamic investigations of strongly interacting
matter at both large 7" and p.
The widely accepted physical picture for energy deposition in heavy ion collision, due to Bjorken [3], envisages nuclear transparency beyond a certain energy of
colliding nuclei in their c.m. frame, say with (v~)~, > 5 GeV/A or so, where each
colliding nucleus is assumed to have A nucleons. As a result, at sufficiently high
energies the nuclei simply bore through each other, leaving behind a hot fireball of
deposited energy. If the energy density, so reached, is high enough, i. e., more than
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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Figure 2. The schematic phase diagram of strongly interacting matter at finite temperature and baryon density. Possible trajectories traced out by nucleus-nucleus
collisions and cosmological scenarios are indicated.

about 2 GeV/fm 3, one may expect the formation of QGP in such collisions. For
heavy nuclei, one can expect the fragments flying away to be also capable of going
into a QGP phase at finite baryon density. From the experience of hadron-hadron
collisions, one anticipates these two to be separated in respectively the central and
fragmentation regions. Assuming that the central region of nucleus-nucleus collisions will also exhibit a plateau with about the same plateau height as in pp
collisions, Bjorken [3] suggested a way to estimate the initial energy density in the
central region:

1 dET
- A~-o dv

(a)

where A is the effective overlap area of the colliding nuclei, r0 is the formation time
for the plasma, and dET/dy is the transverse energy density at pseudorapidity,
y-0.
The plasma, once formed, will cool rapidly by chiefly longitudinal expansion.
Fig. 3 shows the space-time evolution of the plasma in a 1+1 dimensional world
which ignores the transverse expansion. For times smaller than the radius of the
colliding nuclei, this may be a good approximation. Depending on'the nature of
the phase transition, the plasma may first get into a mixed phase of hadron and
plasma bubbles before finally getting converted fully into a gas of hadrons. As
the temperature falls further, the interactions get weaker until a freeze-out time is
reached after which the hadrons fly away freely. Since the end-products, detected
374
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Figure 3. The formation and evolution of the quark-gluon plasma in a 1+1 dimensional
world. All the hyperbole correspond to specific "proper time". Various possible
phases are indicated.
ultimately by the detectors, are thus hadrons, it is a challenging task to deduce
whether any quark-gluon plasma could have been formed in these collisions. One
needs to devise clever probes which are sensitive to the times at which QGP existed
and which are difficult to mimic by subsequent developments. Unfortunately, the
uncertainties and gaps in our knowledge about the picture in Fig. 3 complicates
this task further. Indeed, it is perhaps fair to say that we have only a rough idea
of the needed microscopic or detailed processes of QGP formation and its later
evolution. Thus, the very early epoch of particle formation and equilibration can
perhaps be studied using a kinetic theory approach or minijets and semi-hard QCD.
The formation time r0, taken usually to be ~ 1 fm, can then be determined more
precisely. Note that the initial energy density, given by eq. (1), increases linearly
with decreasing r0. It has been argued [4] recently that a reduction in r0 by a factor
of 5 may be possible at the LHC energies. Presumably, hydrodynamical equations,
combined with an appropriate equation of state, can then be used to determine
the subsequent time scales, "/'mixed, /]lad and "/'freeze, being respectively the times at
which the mixed and the hadronic phases cease to exist and the time of freeze-out of
all interactions. So far, this has been done only approximately and for an unlikely
equation of state. A lot of work is thus necessary to sharpen these ideas and results
if we are ever to see a conclusive theoretical demonstration of QGP formation in
heavy ion collisions.
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Table 1. Machine parameters for the current, approved, and proposed heavy ion collision experimental facilities. Taken from Ref. [5].

Machine
AGS
SPS
AGS
SPS
RHiC
LHC

Start
Year
'1986
1986
1992
1994
1997
1999

Am~,
~ssi
32 s

197Au
~ospb

197An
2ospb

E~ x
GeV/N
14.5
2O0
11.5
160
21 x l0 s
21 x 106

( V ~ ) nn

dNAA/dy

L(cm -2

GeV
5.4
19.4
4.8
17.4
200
6300

at y : 0
45
90
300
600
1100
1900

sec -2)
1{)zl
2 x l02s
7 x lO~~
4 x 1029
102s
1027

Cost
M$
25
5
30
30
300

It is therefore natural to turn to experiments, both to look for QGP itself and
to obtain hints from the data to complete, or re-formulate, the above picture of
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Already, heavy ion experimental programs are under
way in the Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York and in CERN, Geneva. Let
us first glance at the current and future heavy ion facilities in the world. Table 1
summarizes [5] the pertinent machine parameters and other details. The Table lists
the ongoing programs at these major centers and the two step plan for future. As
one sees, the first step involves studying heavier ions and the second step foresees
a substantial jump in the collision energy. Except for the LHC program, all others
have been approved. A few comments may be in order. The rapidity density at
midrapidity, which is directly proportional to e of eq. (1), has been obtained by an
extrapolation of the existing data as below:
d N A A -- A ~ dNPP = 0.8 A a In v/~
dy
dy
'

(2)

with a = 1.05 4-0.05. Newer mechanisms may contribute at larger energies and
the resulting estimates may go up by a factor of 4 at LHC. That, coupled with
a decrease in r0, can push up the initial energy density there by a factor of --. 20
compared to more conservative estimates suggested by values in Table 1. Since LHC
is primarily a proton-proton machine, only one dedicated heavy ion experiment of
large size is foreseen at LHC with a shorter, about a few weeks a year, runtime for
heavy ion collisions. On the other hand, RHIC will have 2-3 large experiments and,
being a dedicated heavy ion facility, it is expected to run for about 40 weeks/year.
Both the centers have strong participation from all over the world, with about 350400 physicists involved in this activity at both AGS and SPS. One thus sees that
the quest for QGP and other novel phenomena in heavy ion collisions are, and will
be, a dominant theme at both Brookhaven, USA and CER.N, Geneva.
Even if QGP is indeed formed in these collisions, as seems plausible, one still
has to demonstrate its existence convincingly by analysing its decay products which
are chiefly hadrons. A variety of ideas have been proposed as possible signatures of
QGP. Thus, the measurement of dilepton and photon spectra has been advocated as
a thermometer of the plasma while the observation of a characteristic pT-dependent
suppression pattern for J/C-production has been suggested as an indication of
376
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deconfinement. Hadronic observables, such as excess strangeness, could also be
used to look for QGP. I will discuss below important aspects of some these proposed
signatures, allowing the experimental data to guide me in my choice. More details,
as well as those signatures not considered here, can be found in Refs. [5] and [6].
2. R e v i e w o f e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a
Data from relatively lighter projectiles, such as Si to S, incident on heavy stationary
nuclei at beam energies of AGS and SPS (see Table 1) are now available and have
been analysed. Most of this talk will be on the data from the SPS due to its larger
v~, although comments on the AGS data will also be made whenever possible. For
many more details, not covered here for a lack of space and time, the reader is
recommended to see the extensive reviews of Refs. [5] and [7].
2.1. G l o b a l f e a t u r e s
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Figure 4. NA34 results for the ET distributions for a 200 GeV/A Sulphur beam incident
on a host of target nuclei. Taken from Ref. [8].

One of the key concepts discussed above is that of nuclear stopping (or nuclear
transparency in the central region for forming the baryonless QGP). The energy
P r a m a n a - J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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Figure 5. Understanding the ET.spectrum in terms of the geometry of nuclear collisions.
Taken from Ref. [9].

deposition and the mechanism behind it have to be understood adequately to figure
out the necessary colliding energy of the beams for QGP formation. The transverse
energy, ET-distributions, are commonly used for this purpose. In a naive picture,
ET, defined as Y':i Ei sin0i, where Ei is the energy deposited at an angle 0i in a
total absorption calorimeter, is an indicator of the 'violence' of the reaction. As we
saw in eq. (1), (ET) is also a measure of the initial energy density in the Bjorken
picture. There now exists a wealth of data. Fig. 4 displays the results of the
CERN NA34 group for various targets. All of them exhibit a common behaviour,
characterised by a plateau, a neck and a tail. These features can be explained [9] in
terms of the geometry of the collisions. As shown in Fig. 5, the peripheral collisions
with impact parameters of the order of the radii of the target nuclei or more make
up the neck part, contributing to about half the cross section and yielding low
values of ET. Going through the plateau, the impact parameter decreases until
one reaches the 'knee' region where the impact parameter is close to zero, giving
rise to central collisions. Note that large values of JET are characteristic of central
collisions which may explain the rationale behind triggering on large ET events to
look for QGP events. On the other hand, this agreement of the data with such
geometric models is disappointing since all that one is doing here is convoluting
individual nucleon-nucleon collisions; there does not seem to be much of a need for
378
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real collective effects which may perhaps be hidden in the tail of the ET-distribution.
From the pseudo-rapidity distributions for charged particles, displayed in Fig. 6,
one finds [10] no plateau structure for central collisions at the SPS energy, making
the Bjorken-type of analysis invalid for data at these energies. Furthermore, the
corresponding distribution for protons, also shown in Fig. 6, exhibits [11] no dip
around Yem = 0 at V/s = 19.4 GeV. The presence of a large number of baryons
in the central region suggests much more nuclear stopping than expected at these
energies. As a consequence, even if QGP were to be formed in these collisions, it
would be baryon-rich for which the theoretical framework is much less developed.
Moreover, it also means thatheavy ion collisions at higher energies, such as those
at RHIC or LHC may be the only way to achieve baryonless QGP in the central
rapidity region.
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Figure 6. The rapidity distributions of a) charged particles and b) protons in the central
collisions at SPS. Taken from Refs. [10] and [11].

The space-time extent of the fireball, emitting various hadrons, can be determined by analysing correlations of identical bosons in analogy with the famous
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss method in astronomy. From the schematic diagram of
Fig. 3, it should be clear that one obtains this information only at rfr~e, the freezeout time. Indeed, any information on QGP using these HBT correlation studies can
at best be obtained in a model dependent indirect manner. It turns out that the
Pramana- J. P h y s . S u p p l e m e n t Issue, 1993
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present data are not sensitive enough to distinguish such features, although they
indicate a trend towards negative results. Fitting the two-pion correlation function
data for pions of 4-momenta pl and p2, with
C(pl,p~) = 1 + ~

:

9 e -QLRL/2

2

,"

2

e -QTRT/2

f)2

~2

12

9 e -'~rs''Ts"

(3)

one can obtain the various radius parameters. Here Q - lgl - f2 and QL, QT, QTS
are its three independent components; QL is parallel to the beam axis and QT is
along (/~1+/72)T- In general, the radius parameters depend on other variables, such
as the rapidity of the pair. In models of expanding sources [13] RL is related to the
longitudinal expansion whereas RT and RTS are respectively the effective depth and
transverse size of the source. RL is related to the freeze-out time and RT >> RTS
for an initial QGP phase because of a longer hadronization time. Performing such
an analysis of their pion correlation data, the NA35 group [12] at CERN found
that, for central rapidities, i) RL ~ 5 fro, suggesting rfreeze ~ 5.5-4- 1.0 fm, ii)
RT ~ RTS, which suggests the absence of QGP, albeit only in a model, and iii)
RT ~-- 1.7Rprojectile, which is indicative of an expansion having taken place before
the freeze-out. Fig. 7 compares the source radii extracted by NA35 with those
from pp, pp and lower energy heavy ion experiments at AGS. One sees a universal
trend, suggesting again that no new phenomenon is needed to explain the data.
Comparing with the corresponding results at AGS, RT "~ Rprojectile, one does find
though an encouraging increase in RT in the nucleus-nucleus collisions themselves,
as the energy is increased. The two curves in Fig. 7 are predictions of two models,
which differ in definitions of freeze-out. Using the lower curve to project the size of
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the fireball anticipated at LHC, one sees that the present fireball volume of about
500-1000 fm 3, as seen by NA35 at SPS energies, should enlarge up to 6000-10000
fm3 at LHC, giving us confidence in being able to investigate the thermodynamics
of QCD in sizable volumes.
2.2.

J/d/ suppression

The basic idea [14] behind this well-known signature of QGP is simple and physically very appealing. Analogous to the electromagnetic plasma, one expects QGP
to contain Debye screened colour charges with a screening radius rD(T). If re,
the radius of the charm-anticharm bound state J/d~, is larger than ro for some
temperature T then it is natural to expect that J/d/will not be formed in QGP at
that temperature, leading to the prediction of suppression of its production cross
section. The original prediction of suppression was made using pp-collisions in the
central region as a benchmark although it has later been interpreted as a suppression in the plasma events (identified with large ET) relative to that in non-plasma
events (defined as low ET events). Potential model calculations [15], using a Debye
screened potential, yield the radius re as a function of increasing Debye screening
while the Debye screening radius for full QCD [16] as a function of temperature
can be obtained from finite temperature lattice QCD simulations. The current estimates for these two suggest that the J/d/'s should already be dissolved just above
the critical temperature Te. Note that the large mass of the charm quark compared
to typical temperatures ~200-300 MeV of the QGP make it difficult to produce
a c&pair or a J/d~ simply from thermal fluctuations during the hadronization of
the plasma. Furthermore, due to the finite lifetime and the finite extent of the
plasma region, one will have less than 100% suppression; the c~-pair may just find
itself outside the plasma region and bind as usual. In fact, these factors can be
shown [17] to lead to a characteristic pT-dependent suppression pattern: the suppression is maximum for PT = 0 and decreases as PT is increased. Beyond a p~aX,
decided by the formation time of J/d~, the production cross section is independent
of whether QGP is produced or not, i.e., the ratio for plasma events to that for nonplasma events is unity. Experimentally, the J/C-suppression is a clean signature
since the J/r can be seen as a narrow resonance in the dimuon mass distribution
whose background is well described by the standard Drell-Yan formula, except for
the possible thermal dilepton contribution to be discussed below.
A lot of excitement was generated in the fall of 1987 by the announcement [19]
of the NA38 experiment of CERN that they saw both the suppression and its
predicted Pr dependence in their Oxygen-Uranium collisions at a beam energy of
200 GeV/A. Exploiting the above mentioned correlation of the transverse energy
with centrality and the energy deposited, NA38 compared their own data for J/d/production at low ET with those at high ET to demonstrate a significant, about
50%, suppression for the later. A lot of data have been collected since then and
more nuclei have been employed as projectiles. Fig. 8 shows the production cross
section of the J/d~ in the dimuon channel in units of the continuum cross section.
The energy density on the horizontal axis is related to the neutral transverse energy
deposited in their calorimeter by
3(E~)
-

A

r0s

'

(4)
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where (E~.) is the aver~ ~eneutral transverse energy, A~/ = 2.4 is the rapidity
range of their detector and S is the mean overlap area of the colliding nuclei. The
formation time I"0 was taken to be 1 fm. One sees a clear suppression as the energy
density reached in the collisions increases. There is about a factor 2 decrease at the
maximum of ~2.5 GeV/fm 3. Figs. 9 and 10 display the energy density dependence
of (PT) and (p~) of the J/~b and the dimuon continuum respectively. While a clearly
rising trend is visible in the former, a much milder, almost non-existent, rise is seen
in the latter. Recall that the argument, based on the QGP model, suggested a
depletion of the cross section at lower pT-values, consistent with the clear rise seen
in the averages in Fig. 9, whereas the near constancy of the corresponding data
for the dimuon continuum is natural in this model since QGP does not affect the
continuum. As we shall see later, this is not strictly true. q~ annihilation from the
plasma can, and will, contribute additionally to the dimuon continuum. However,
such thermal contributions are usually exponentially damped and are insignificant
in the mass range of Fig. 10 at the SPS energy.
Given the above qualitative agreement of QGP predictions with the NA38 data,
one is encouraged to look for further quantitative checks. A more important issue,
which got immediate attention after these results, is that of the urriqueness of
the QGP model in predicting these features. In high energy physics parlance,
this can be rephrased as an issue of the background coming from conventional
known physics. In order to understand this clearly, let me emphasise that the J/~bproduction in pp collisions can be, and has successfully been, explained in terms of
perturbative QCD since the mass of charm quark is large compared to the QCD382
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Figure 9. The average transverse momentum of J/~b, and the average of its square as a
function of the energy density. Taken from Ref. [18].

scale. The underlying picture, also inherent in the QGP model discussion above, is
the following. Hard quarks or gluons from the colliding particles or nuclei fuse to
form a e~ pair which later hadronizes to a J/r particle with a certain probability.
Schematically, the production cross section can be written as
AB
aSl
r =F|174

,,

(5)

where F denotes the product of the quark/gluon distribution functions of the colliding particles A, B and H stands for the probability ofha~lronization of the produced
cS-pair into a J/r b is the basic partonic subprocess cross section. At the leading
order, O(aa,), it is given by g + g ~ c~ and q + 4 ~ ee and has been computed
using the appropriate Feynman diagrams a long time ago.
The QGP model discussed above corresponds to a specific hadronization model.
It assumes that the cS-pair produced in the hard collision flies apart and J/r is
formed when it separates to a distance equal to the radius of the J/r This binding
process is stopped by the presence of QGP. The NA38 data can be explained rather
economically in terms of the original QGP model. Assuming a simple ansatz for
the temperature profile of the plasma, an ideal gas equation of state and isentropic
expansion of the plasma, it can be shown that the energy density dependence of the
suppression and its pr-dependence can be understood [20] with very few arbitrary
parameters. Of course, the simplistic nature of the model does lead it to predict
shoulders which are not present in Figs. 8 and 9. One can expect though that
these get smoothened out in more realistic treatments. A more important difficulty
for the model is that all important time scales get mixed [21] up in the QGP
Pramana- J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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model: r0 ~ r f ~m ~ thud. It should perhaps be emphasised here that the QGP
model relies heavily on the specific hadronization mechanism assumed. Indeed, in
an alternative popular model [22] for J/C-formation, it is produced already at the
hard vertex on time scales much smaller that r0. Most of the experimental data
for J/C-production in pp collisions is consistent with such a picture. Assuming
it to be true for nucleus-nucleus collisions as well, one notices that all J / r
will
have formed before the QGP forms and the only effect the QGP can have is on its
subsequent propagation. Another point worth pondering over is the relatively low
PT, about a few hundred MeV or so, which the c~-pair can have at the leading order.
Since it is effectively a 2 --~ 1 process, only the intrinsic transverse momentum of
the colliding part0ns can give any transverse momentum to the J/r whereas the
QGP explanation of the NA38 data needs to stretch it to rather large values of Pr
of about 2-3 GeV.
It is obvious from eq. (5) that the conventional physics backgrounds to the
QGP signal can be due to differences in production, namely in the parton distributions of nuclei, called the EMC-effect, or due to a different environment during
hadronization, such as the presence of a gas of hadrons. Both these alternatives
have been proposed as viable explanations. Since the known EMC effect is for
quark distributions only, using different models which are in accord with the data
on quark EMC-effect and which predict the gluonic EMC effect, it was shown [23]
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that the very low Pr suppression can be due to the leading order processes mentioned already. The Pr dependence of the suppression pattern was shown [23] to
bca consequence of the production of a c~ pair in association with a hard parton,
which is due to the next, i.e. O(c~3), order. A similar calculation for the dimuon
continuum at large Pr did not show any significantpT-dependence. The major
drawback of this explanation was that the ET-dependence of the NA38 data could
not be calculated in this perturbative Q C D based hard physics approach since most
of the ET is known to be soft. In fact, Ref. [23] went back to the original proposal and compared nucleus-nucleus and proton-proton collisionsto show that the
EMC-effect could mimic the Q G P signal qualitatively. In order to make a true
comparison with the NA38 data in Figs. 8 and 9, one will have to re-do the analysis of Ref. [23] using ET as the distinguishing criterion. Such a calculation is
feasible but would necessarily involve event generators capable of getting the soft
ET distribution right and handling hard collisionsas well. From simple energy
conservation, one would then expect to see qualitativelythe same differencesin the
high and low ~ regimes, as obtained in Ref. [23]. Whether they are also quantitatively right remains to be seen. Note the universal nature of these contributions,
however. Irrespectiveof the hadronization model or the subsequent dissociationof
the d/q)'s by any medium, the EMC-effect related contribution is always there and
it will deplete the amount of suppression anyway.
Noting that the same mechanism which leads to Q G P can also create a hadron
gas in these nuclear collisions,dissociation of the d/# by final state scattering in
the hadron gas appears to be another, currently most popular, alternative explanation of the NA38 data. The suppression here results from the absorption of the
produced J/q) resonances in the hadron gas : J/q) + X ---+D + f9 + ... Soon after
the NA38 results, a number of groups [25] exploited this idea and showed that
the ET-dependence of the suppression at zero (or low) Pr can be explained by
assuming a rather high, -,~2/fm3, density of the hadron gas and a 2-4 m b absorption cross section. A new mechanism was invented to explain the pT-dependence.
Postulating [26] that.the partons collide with the nucleons before they undergo a
hard collisionto produce the c~ pair which causes a broadening of its transverse
m o m e n t u m distribution,
(P~)AA = (P~),p + ~gN ~ C (p~)gN ,

(6)

where s is the energy density of the medium through which the initialparton travels
and C is a known constant. NA38 have fittedtheir data in Fig. 9 as a straight line.
Similar formulae can also be written for pA collisionsand for the pT-distribution of
9 ~ 2 \J/psi
the dimuon continuum as well. It was found that /VT/pp
~_ 1.22 GeV 2, in agreement with the older data [27] from NA3. Furthermore, the quark-nucleon cross
section term was found to be 4/9 times the gluon-nucleon term, as anticipated [26]
theoretically. Going a step further, Gerschel and Hiifner [24] have shown that the
J/q)-production data for a variety of projectiles, ranging from protons, pions and
photons, can all be fitted in their absorption model which needs only normal nuclear density but an absorption cross section, U~bs
_~N ~ 6.9 5:1.0 mb. Fig. 11 shows
their fit along with all the data. Note that L is the effective trajectory length of the
J/q) in the nuclear matter and is estimated on geometric arguments. For the NA38
data, they used the pr-dependence in'Fig. 9 to obtain L corresponding to a given
ET or the energy density. Since a priori the two mechanisms are unrelated and
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so are the corresponding effective trajectory lengths, this constitutes an additional
assumption. What is remarkable though is the relative economy of parameters in
describing the data. Of course, in addition to the above unnatural coincidence of the
trajectory lengths, the whole concept of gluon-nucleon or parton-nucleon scattering
is bizarre. Considering that patton fusion leading t6 c5 formation is a hard process
taking place at ,~0.1 fm, the initial state scattering envisaged in parton-nucleon
scattering appears difficult to motivate. On the other hand, the perturbative QCD
processes, employed in Ref. [23], for computing the p-/,-dependence of the suppression of Jill, may very well be the basic underlying mechanism, making the above
concept viable as an effective description.
Finally, it is not clear whether this particular QGP model should be applicable to
the NA38 data. From the discussion of the global features in the subsection above,
one believes that the central region is not baryon-free and no rapidity plateau exists
in the range covered by NA38. Thus the energy density estimate is speculative
in nature and the QGP model should at least have been for nonzero chemical
potential. However, then the dissociation energy will also depend on it in addition
to the temperature, making the analysis more complex. On the other band, most
of the "conventional" physics discussed above, which constituted the basis of the
alternative explanations, was thought about only after the surprising NA38 data
became available. So even the relatively modest heavy ion collisions at moderate
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energies have yielded interesting physics results, if only to make us aware of the
difficulties we are likely to face at future facilities in the quest of quark-gluon plasma.

2.3. Strangeness e n h a n c e m e n t
From lattice simulations of QCD we know that chiral symmetry is also restored
at the deconfinement phase transition. One thus expects baryonless QGP at high
enough temperatures to have quarks with only current masses; the constituent
mass melts away as chiral symmetry is restored. Assuming a strange quark mass
m, - 150 MeV, the threshold for the associated production of strange particles
from plasma is about 300 MeV, which is about 2-3 times less than that in a purely
hadronic environment. The larger number of si pairs in the plasma will be expected
to result in an enhancement of strangeness, seen as an increase in the K+/Tc+
ratio [28] or in ~enhancement [29]. In baryon-rich QGP, corresponding to large
chemical potential, one also expects extra strangeness production. The reason in
this case is the Pauli exclusion principle and the energy cost in filling up the Fermi
sea. Although the strange quark is a lot heavier than the up or down quark, for
large enough chemical potential, it will be favourable to produce a pair of si than
ufi since the u quark from the latter pair will have to sit on top of the Fermi
surface. Due to the abundance of u quarks, one may see more K+(ug) produced
and radiated off the plasma surface, leading again to an increase in the K+/Ir +
ratio, assuming that the plasma does not enhance the x+-production as well. Of
course, one expects this mechanism to be effective in the baryon-rich fragmentation
region of heavy ion collisions.
Both the AGS [30] and the SPS [31] experiments have seen an enhancement
of the K+/Ir + ratio by a factor of upto 2. However, the increase is gradual in
going from pp to pA to AA collisions. This has been interpreted as a sign of
the rescattering of the produced particles off surrounding matter. Considering
that sufficient rescattering is necessary to achieve thermal equilibrium, the ratio
therefore has come to be regarded as an indicator of thermal equilibrium rather
than as a signature of QGP. Indeed, the naive arguments above are likely to be
modified drastically by the hadronization transition of the plasma. Furthermore, it
has been argued [32] that an equilibrium hadron gas also shows a similar strangeness
enhancement.
Fig. 12 shows the results of the NA38 collaboration on the ratios of the
production cross sections in p + W and S + U collisions at a 200 GeV/A beam
energy to those for p and ~ for different intervals of the pr of the decay dimuons. A
cut of 0.6 GeV on Pr was imposed to eliminate the high combinatorial background
and to obtain clear peaks of ~ .and p + ~ mesons. Plotted as a function of the
energy density, calculated the same way as in sec. 2.2, the ratio shows a factor
of 3-4 jump in nucleus-nucleus collisions compared to proton-nucleus collisions,
especially in the higher pr interval, which is in agreement with the expectations
based on a QGP model [34]. Moreover, the value for the p + W reaction, namely
0.11 4-0.02, is consistent with other measurements from both pp and pA collisions.
Non-plasma explanations [34] of this ~-enhancement, based on hadron gas models,
are also possible, although rather high hadron gas densities are needed. Indeed, the
rescattering explanation of Ref. [34] is strongly linked to a similar explanation for
J/@-suppression, albeit in a model dependent manner: if ideal gas QGP can cause
both phenomena, high density hadron gas can do so as well.
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2.4. P h o t o n s and dileptons

The emission of thermal photons and dileptons has long been thought of as a clean
signature of quark-gluon plasma. This has to do with the fact that photons and
leptons interact with only quarks and that too through electromagnetic interactions,
neither possessing any QCD-type strong interactions. As a result, immediately after
formation, they are emitted out without any influence of the plasma, making them
clean hadronization-independent probes of the plasma. Theoretically, one expects
their rates to be dominated by thermal distributions of the plasma. For the usual
ideal gas distributions, one therefore expects a characteristic e x p ( - ~ / ( M 2 + p~)/T)
behaviour, which has earned them the label of a thermometer of the plasma.
There are, however, serious background problems. Recall that at large Pr both
the photons and dileptons have contributions from perturbative QCD which have
a power law fall-off and are therefore expected to be dominant in that range. The
thermal regime is clearly at low pr and/or dimuon mass. The electromagnetic
decays of directly produced hadrons such as lr0, T/or vector mesons such as the pmeson produce huge backgrounds for the thermal photons or dileptons respectively.
Unfortunately, unlike the perturbative high Pr regime, this bacl/ground is not so
well understood. Fig. 13 shows the expected [35] yields for the transverse spectrum
of the photons at the SPS energies for two typical reactions. It appears that the
hadronic background swamps thermal photons in both the cases and the perturbative QCD contribution wins over the thermal one a t a PT ~ 3 GeV. This seems
to be borne out by the data from the WA80 collaboration [36] shown in Fig. 14.
The observed 7/lr0 ratio agrees within errors with the hadronic decay contribution,
setting an upper limit of about 15 % on the 7thermal/Tr 0 ratio. Similar calculations
have been performed [37] for LHC energies as well. Depending on what one assumes
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for the initial conditions, the results can be more favourable in this case. Recall
that a larger rapidity density combined with a lower thermalization time can give
rise to far higher initial temperatures than the conservative estimate of ~250-300
MeV, stretching the thermal spectrum more into the perturbative QCD regime upto
pT ~ 4-5 GeV. Furthermore, the hadronic background may change relatively little,
causing the thermal photons to show up for PT > 2 GeV or so. Thermal photons
may thus be detectable at LHC in a window of Pz. Of course, it is still not clear
that these are due to QGP. Indeed, it has been recently argued [38] that a hadron
gas at similar temperatures can yield the same spectrum too. It then becomes a
matter of detailed modelling [39] whether a part of the window could perhaps be
used to distinguish one type of contribution from another 9 Finally, there are many
theoretical uncertainties in these c.alculations: 1) QGP is unlikely to have an ideal
gas distribution in the temperature range of interest; in fact, it is known to be
strongly non-perturbative there, as we saw in sec. 1, 2) the temperature falls due
to expansio: and the profile is unknown and 3) pre-equilibrium sources of background have not been looked at. Thus, the thermal photons may, in principle, be
cleaner but they are unlikely to be pinned down without a lot of theoretical work,
a comment which also holds for the dileptons, as we will see below.
In the sections above, we have already considered the suppression of J / r and
the enhancement of r which are detected in the dimuon channel over a continuum
of dimuons of arbitrary invariant mass. Indirectly, we also saw that the continuum
P r a m a n a - J. Phys., Supplement Issue, 1993
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does not show any r (or alternatively ET) dependence, as seen in Fig. 10. Indeed,
the NA38 collaboration fitted the continuum with the usual Drell-Yan formula to
obtain the J / r cross section and found no significant changes in the continuum,
as ET is increased. The presence of a thermal component would, on the other
hand, have caused a deviation. Fig. 15 illustrates this clearly. The solid curves
are the invariant mass distributions for the dileptons of mass M as a function
of temperature of the plasma. Note that again ideal gas distributions have been
assumed here and leading order tree diagrams used to compute the patton level
cross section. The dashed and dotted lines are the Drell-Yan curves including
important higher order contributions to the leading perturbative QCD diagrams.
Assuming a temperature of about 190-200 MeV at SPS energies, one sees that the
thermal contribution is invisible for M > 1 GeV, in agreement with the observation
of NA38: the dilepton continuum, like the photons, is not a signature at the SPS
for any thermal behaviour. Again at the LHC, situation can be better for the
continuum around J / C , especially if the initial temperature is higher.
3. C o n c l u s i o n
Numerical simulations of finite temperature QCD, defined in a gauge invariant
manner on a discrete space-time lattice, allow us to obtain information on a number
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of aspects of quark-gluon plasma. While the critical temperature appears to be close
to the estimate of the naive MIT bag model, the nature of the phase transition and
the nature of the QGP in the range 1 _< T/T, _< 1.5-2 appears to be vastly different.
The much weaker phase transition and non-perturbative QGP can have important
consequences both for cosmology and the phenomenology of signatures of QGP,
which are yet to be worked out.

The heavy ion programs at BNL, New York and CERN, Geneva, have already
provided us with lots of interesting data and more are clearly on the way. Surprisingly, some features expected of QGP signatures have shown up i n t h e CERN data
although the global features are indicative of a baryon-dominated central region
without any plateau. Alternative theoretical explanations of these data have also
emerged which do not need exotic physics. This has enabled us to understand new
aspects of the conventional physics and at the same time provided us hints about
the difficulties we may face at RHIC and LHC in detecting QGP. Except for future
bright ideas for a definitive signal, it appears that positive correlations amongst as
many proposed signatures as possible is the best way to establish this new state of
matter and verify the most important non-perturbative prediction of QCD.
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Discussion
D.P. Roy : You referred to a finM state interaction model while discussing J / r
supperssion and a hadron gas model while discussing r enhancement. Are
they the same?
R.V. Gavai : Yes, they are. In fact, the density of hadrons is taken from the
fit to the J / r data to predicit ~enhancement. Thus, if one fails, the other
explanation fails too.
D.P. Roy : Isn't there an experimental measurment of the CN total cross section
from the r photoproduction data on complex nuclei?
R..V. Gavai : The latest one that I am aware of is E694 (Sokoloff et al. Phys.
Rev. Lett. 57 (1986) 3003) who obtain O'to
CN
I ,.~ 1 - 2 mb using conventional
methods. However, Gerschel and Hufner use the same data to obtain a cN =
6.0 4- 1.6 mb which is consistent with their extraction from PA, AA and ~rA.
J.C. Parikh : In lattice calcutations is it possible at high T to compare results
with perturbntive QCD?
R.V. Gavai : Yes, it is possible and such comparisons have been made. However, in
view of the infra-red problems of finite T, one has to define the perturbation
theory carefully. E.g. standard perterbation theory does not work for any
Debye screening length upto T/Te = 13. But including zero modes, it has
been shown to work for RT < 1. (B Perter.sson, Nucl. Phys. B ( P S ) 2 6 (1992)
332. Again bulk quantities may have perturbative behaviour sooner.
Y.K. Sharma : What is Lee-Wick condensation? What is its relevance in the
context of QGP formation by high-energy heavy-ion collisions?
R.V. Gavai : As far as I know, Lee-Wick condensation is not relevant in the context
of QGP.
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A. Khare : Could you elaborate on your comment "Photon detection will not be
a good signal for Q G P ' ?
R.V. Gavai : I really did not say that. My statement was that at best there
may be a small window, PT ~ 2-3 GeV, at LHC where thermal 7 can be
detected~ The latter, of course depend on the initial temperature for which I
took a reasonable number (dN/dy ~ 3830). Even in this window, the thermal
photons cannot distinguish between a hot hadron gas and QGP. A possible
scenario where thermal 7 are more copious compared to Drell-Yan ones at
larger Pr will necessarily need a lot higher temperature (or dN/dy).
S.K. Karn : Experimental data have come from Baglin et al (1991). By modifying
the Karsch and Petronzio Model we have found a peaking tendency in the Pr
dependence of J/d/suppression which improves agreement with experimental
data. [S.K. Karn and R.S. Kaushal DAE Nucl.Phys.Symp. 1992]. AIM
the ET dependence of J/~ suppression is in good agreement. What is your
comment?
R.V. Gavai : As already emphasised in my talk, Q G P i s just one of the possiblities.
Hadron gas explains the data better and is more conventional. Further, the
particular model has important time scales mixed up. It would be interesting
to answer this problem first. Good agreement with data was obtained by
Karsch-Petronzio as well.
M.V.S. Rao : Can you comment on the suggestion that intermittancy is one of
the signatures for QGP?
R.V. Gavai : It has been argued that a non-statistical fluctuation at all length
scales is a signai of a phase transition. Intermittancy has been found in the
data on heavy ion collisions but there is no single emerging feature which
stands out. See, e.g. the talk by Prof. Bhalla in this session.
V. Soni : The phase diagram shown has two scales for confinement and chiral
transition for density but the same T~hir~l and T ~ 1. Why is this especially
when lattice data (Gocksch 91) shows that a deconfined quark ~, ~r chiral
model fits the data.
R.V. Gavai : The issue of two scales for finite density is largely speculative and
was included in my phase diagram to keep the possibility open. At finite
temperatures, lattice data do show beyond doubt that only one transition
exists. Gocksch merely attempted to interprete this transition and did not
propose two scales.
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